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Mads  Palsvig  –  chairman  of  a  Danish  political  party
( https://www.jfk Cvv÷M0k/ ) has some serious questions and
statements to make:

Why do all 220 countries roll out 5G simultaneously at
the exact same time?

Why is 5G in most countries handled by the ministry of
defense and not the ministry of interior? … because 5G
is a weapon!

Why is a technology (directed energy weapon) that has
been invented by the US military for crowd control being
rolled out globally simultaneously in 220 countries?

Why  is  a  technology  that  can  change  your  DNA  being
implemented every 75 meters across the planet?

Who has the power to do something like this to the
entire planet?
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The Danish people are leading the way in holding accountable
those in political power that allow this kill grid to be
implemented by suing the Danish state for having planned the
implementation of the new 5G mobile network throughout Denmark
by the year 2020, without conducting any kind of health test
in relation to the exposure of long term radiation to people,
especially for the harmful effects of unborn and children as
well as to our nature.

The Danish state has ignored at least 244 internationally
recognized doctors and researchers from more than 40 different
countries, who all have documented that the 5G mobile network
is proven to be harmful and in some cases deadly, especially
for unborn and children.

The Danish state has chosen to employ only specially selected
and incompetent experts to misinform the Danish population
about 5G. These experts are all tied to the telecom industry.
The Danish state has not relied on impartial tests on either
humans, wildlife or plants.

Rachel  Santini,  head  of  the  scientist  network  the  Danish
Institute for Public Health, together with the Council for
Health-Safe Telecommunications, the EHS-association, and the
Danish Health Association May Day, have asked Christian F.
Jensen attorney-at-law to prepare a legal opinion on the above
mentioned issue.

The LEGAL OPINION on whether it would be in contravention of
human rights and environmental law to establish the 5G-system
in Denmark final Danish version has being translated into
English by Christian F. Jensen attorney-at-law (L): 5G – legal
opinion in english
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especially for the harmful effects of unborn and children as
well as to our nature.

You are just a pawn in THEIR game – that’s why they call this
report
“State of PLAY in Europe, USA and Asia”

34 page report at: http://5G-EMF.com/5GDeployment

Help us to defend Earth: http://fb.me/5GEarthUnderAttack
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